
September 15, 2000

Northeast District Council
4534 University Way NE
Seattle, Washington 98105

Stephanie Haines, Senior Land Use Planner
Department of Design, Construction and Land Use
City of Seattle
200 Dexter Horton Building
710 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104-1703
Fax: 233-7901

RE: Project No. 2005186, 4500-25th Avenue NE

Dear Ms. Haines:

Pursuant to Revised Code of Washington ("RCW") 58.17.090 et seq. and Seattle Municipal Code ("SMC")
Chapter 23.22, the Northeast District Council requests that:

1. The City conduct a public hearing on the application for University Village for a short plat to
subdivide its parcel of land into eight separate parcels after all the cross-easements have been filed
and furnished to those requesting them and the reports contemplated by SMC 23.22.025 have been
made are of record;

2. Before the public hearing is scheduled, the City should require University Village to prepare and
circulate a complete environmental impact statement on the impact of the platting and of the entire
development of University Village that may ensue from the platting and from the parking garage
and expansions described in the related project #2002354; activities related to the parking garage
include all structures and activities that may be made possible by the additional parking wherever
located on the site; and

3. In conjunction and as part of the review of the two projects (applications #2005186 and
2002354), the City should require University Village to prepare a master plan for its development of
the entire tract for the foreseeable future.

The City cannot in good faith accept any more piecemeal redevelopment of University Village in light of these
two applications. The State Environmental Policy Act and the City's duties under salmon restoration policies
require that it approach these applications as a petition to redevelop the tract, insist that a master plan be
disclosed in its entirety to the full build-out and that the long overdue environmental impacts statement be
prepared. In no other way can the City fulfill its duties under state law and under its own platting ordinances.

Nature of Platting

A plat changes the legal configuration of a tract. Before the platting, the tract is a unitary whole: all uses and
appurtenant rights can be adjusted, readjusted and rearranged within its boundaries from time to time. After
platting, a tract becomes a series of separate, independent lots even though there may be a common owner. The
plat controls the rights of the owner(s) of the lots among themselves and vis-à-vis the government and the
public. A platting changes the background to which the law is applied. It impacts legal principles pertaining to
access to public streets, utility service, emergency vehicles, land use and development, environmental review
and mitigation, compensation under laws of eminent domain, etc. When a shopping center is involved, cross
easements are critical.

State Law and City Ordinance



RCW 58.17.110 directs a city reviewing a preliminary plat to "...inquire into the public use and interest proposed
to be served by the establishment of the subdivision and dedication. It shall determine: (a) If appropriate
provisions are made for, but not limited to, the public health, safety, and general welfare, for open spaces,
drainage ways, streets or roads, alleys, other public ways, transit stops, potable water supplies, sanitary wastes,
parks and recreation, playgrounds, schools and school grounds, and shall consider all other relevant facts,
including sidewalks and other planning features that assure safe walking conditions for students who only walk
to and from school; and (b) the public interest will be served by the subdivision and dedication."

SMC Chapter 23.22 requires the Director of Public Health, Superintendent of City Light, Director of Housing,
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation, Director of Seattle Public Utilities, Fire Chief, and the Metropolitan
Services Department to review a proposed preliminary plat as to the effect "...of the proposed subdivision upon
the public health, safety and general welfare" and to make recommendations for approval or disapproval. The
Directors of Transportation and of Seattle Public Utilities are further to make recommendations about the extent
and type of improvements that may be required and their cost.

SMC 23.22.050 forbids subdivisions wherever the land has topographical or subsurface conditions hazardous to
the health, safety or general welfare of persons or property in or nearby unless the plan reduces the hazards.
SMC 23.22.052 A requires every subdivision to include "adequate provisions for dedication of drainage ways,
streets, alleys, easements, slope rights, parks and other public open spaces for general purposes as may be
required to protect the public health, safety and welfare." Subsection B empowers the City to require protective
improvements and easements to maintain them. Subsection C directs that the plat provide convenient pedestrian
and vehicular access to every lot by way of dedicated street, but allows the Director to accept and permit access
by permanent appurtenant easement when all six of these conditions exist:

"(1) Access by easement would not compromise the goals of the Land Use Code to provide for
adequate light, air and usable open space between structures; and 
"(2) The dedication and improvement of a street is not necessary or desirable to facilitate adequate
water supply for domestic water purposes or for fire protection, or to facilitate adequate storm
drainage; and 
"(3) The dedication and improvement of a street is not necessary or desirable in order to provide on-
street parking for overflow conditions; and 
"(4) No potential safety hazards would result from multiple access points between existing and
future developments onto a roadway without curbs and with limited sight lines; and 
"(5) There is identifiable access for the public and for emergency vehicles; and 
"(6) There is no potential for extending the street system."

SMC 23.22.054 delegates to the City Hearing Examiner the power of approval or disapproval of a plat that the
state law grants the City's legislative authority. To exercise the power, it requires the Hearing Examiner to
inquire into the public use and interest proposed to be served by the proposed plat and to determine whether the
public interest will be served by the subdivision. Approval is contingent upon a finding that the proposed plat
makes appropriate provision for all the elements in RCW 58.17.110 and for retention of existing trees as well.

Application of University Village

The petition of University Village proposes to subdivide the entire tract into eight separate parcels. Several have
no frontage on any public street and Lot F abuts the NE 45th Street viaduct, but would be landlocked otherwise.
Some are developed and some are parking area. One is proposed to be a six-story parking garage for 890 parking
places--an amount equal to about 63% of the currently available parking for the entire University Village.
(DCLU's Notice of Application rounds this down to "parking for 800 vehicles.") The construction envisioned by
Project #2002354 displaces 157 existing parking spaces. After the construction, the proposed garage will house
about 42% of the available parking spaces. That percentage will increase as University Village continues its
expansion of more stores. Moreover, the proposed garage concentrates the shopping center's parking next to
University housing ("Blakeley Village"), at the location furthest away from the main arterials, NE 45th Street



and 25th Avenue NE. The platting would freeze the location of the garage to that particular landlocked lot,
ending the ability of the City to consider alternate sites in the shopping center.

University Village's application does NOT contain any easements to be granted to the public, nor any cross-
easements between the parcels. The application does NOT dedicate any streets, alleys, sidewalks, parks or other
public space to public use--not even a bus turnout--nor any construction maintenance easements.

When disclosing environmental impacts, University Village's Environmental Checklist repeats this same refrain
to the questions about ground water, air, noise, housing impacts, aesthetic impacts, light and glare and
recreation: "No...impacts are anticipated. Consequently, no mitigation measures are required." The application
could as well have been completed by the three monkeys who cover their eyes, ears and mouth: see no evil, hear
no evil, speak no evil, except that University Village stands the teaching on its head. The monkeys are respected
for teaching forgiveness of the faults of others. Here, the environmental laws require University Village to make
a critical self-appraisal and reveal adverse impacts. In its responses on the Checklist, University Village portrays
itself as near perfection without any of the site impacts save for more traffic on adjacent streets.

University Village's parking lot regularly develops cracks that leach oil and other distillates in to the ground
water flowing in the bed of Ravenna Creek to University Slough and Lake Washington. Yet, there is no
hydrographic analysis of the subsurface pollution and its flows toward Lake Washington.

A TSI traffic report at page 7 states that University Village already generates 32,500 vehicle trips between 10
a.m. and 9 p.m. on weekdays and 38,200 on Saturdays. The daily volumes would be substantially higher if
University Village were to count traffic from 8 a.m. (when Starbucks and Ala Franchaise open) and the early
birds who arrive before the 10 a.m. openings, or if it had made its survey during the holiday season. The report
projects increased traffic with the 104,000 additional square feet of commercial and office space contemplated
by project application #20022354 as if that were the final development on the tract. It clearly is not. The TSI
traffic report discloses minimal impact with the least added traffic volumes.

The environmental laws require disclosure and analysis of reasonable possibilities with the full build-out that
may proximately result, whether or not that capacity is used. Such an analysis must occur at the outset of a
project lest the course be committed on a piecemeal false view of the overall development likely or intended to
occur. The parking garage adds capacity for further new developments throughout the entire University Village.
Those developments might include a hotel/motel, a movie theatre, game arcades, more major stores, etc.
University Village would not invest in that large of a garage, nor so tenaciously insist upon placing it in the
northeast corner next to the University's Blakeley Village, if did not plan more intensive uses for the remainder
of the shopping center. If the current uses generate about 40,000 vehicle trips per day on weekends, then 63%
more parking and related developments enabled thereby can reasonably be anticipated to generate 20,000 more
vehicle trips per day with a full build-out.

SMC 23.22.025 Applied

With this background, let the City now go down its ordinance requirements as a checklist to see whether a
master plan and an environmental impact statement are appropriate to make an informed decision.

Under SMC 23.22.024 A, the Director of Public Health must determine the effect of the proposed subdivision
upon the public health, safety and general welfare and report. How can he or she reasonably do so when there is
no indication of what buildings will be built and when; how people will circulate from one area to another; and
how emergency vehicles (such as private ambulances) can reach shoppers in a sudden emergency? The greater
number of vehicle trips--concentrated next to the housing, with baffles on the south to contain noise from
shoppers, ramps next to the housing--ought to surely raise concerns about noise and air quality from the garage
alone and those impacts upon the student housing. Moreover, the added vehicular trips, both cars and suppliers
to the stores, surely adds to air pollution in the area sitting as it does next to the NE 45th Street viaduct,
Montlake Boulevard and 25th Avenue NE. Yet, University Village has neither acoustical reports nor any air
quality analysis, incremental or cumulative. A master plan and an environmental impact statement would
provide the necessary data not only to the Director but to the public as well.



Under SMC 23.22.024 B, the Superintendent of City Light must make a similar determination and report. City
Light has a duty to serve all customers in its service area, and unless private easements are granted, service must
come from the nearest adjacent street. How can the Superintendent determine whether City Light can do so
unless he has the proposed easements in hand? How can the Department envision the likely developments and
decide whether underground service would be practical to each of the new lots? Can the Department provide for
maintenance and immediate repairs should disruption occur? With Lot F, the public has a very direct concern.
The NE 45th Street viaduct covers a spring and seepage point that should not be disrupted by construction. A
master plan and an environmental impact statement would provide the necessary data.

Under SMC 23.22.025 C, the Director of Housing must make a similar determination and report. The Director
ought to include within his or her ken the University Blakeley Village housing as well as City-assisted housing
programs. In a letter dated August 30, 2000, the Assistant Vice President of the University of Washington for
Capital Projects has expressed concern regarding the impact the parking garage proposed adjacent to Blakeley
Village may have on residents in Blakeley Village from noise from vehicles, horns, tires and tripped alarms;
from light and glare from garage lighting as well as headlights directed at its buildings; from air quality
deterioration from exhaust fumes from autos and trucks using the garage; and from shade in placing in
permanent shadow large portion of Blakeley Village, including unit patios, landscaped beds and law areas where
children regularly play. Concrete walls can also create barriers and a "shade effect" to receiving radio, television
and sometimes cellular telephone signals. Surely a conscientious Housing Director ought to favor locating the
parking structure near the NE 45th Street viaduct as the citizens and neighborhoods recommend. That would
resolve the concerns in the University's letter. A master plan and an environmental impact statement would
provide the necessary data to analyze and make an informed comment on the impact of the proposed structure
and alternative locations.

Under SMC 23.22.024 D, the Superintendent of Parks and Recreation must make a similar determination and
report. The Burke-Gilman Trail crosses 30th Avenue NE and NE Blakeley Street just north of the northeast
entranceway to the University Village. It is a dangerous crossing now, poorly lit at night. Cyclists, especially
commuter cyclists, come rapidly to the intersection, slow and then hustle through. The grades and angles
obscure vehicles exiting from University Village. Many trail users assume the trail is clear when no vehicles are
visible on the streets, not thinking about those exiting from University Village. Moreover, vehicular headlights
shine into the eyes of cyclists and pedestrians on the trail and sometimes the road glare magnifies the brilliance.
For some, the bright lights dim distance vision during a period of adjustment. Those trail users have a Hobson's
choice: venture across when there seems to be a break in traffic flow during the adjustment period and risk the
unseen vehicle, or wait for the adjustment period to pass knowing that more vehicles are coming and likely to
restart the cycle anew in a succession that may make a long wait. Although based upon faulty assumptions, the
TSI traffic report is a start, but hardly adequate for forming an opinion on the situation. Its chief consultant told
the Northeast District Council that his recommendations were based on traffic counts and observations made on
a weekday during mid-morning under sunny skies.

To make his determination, the Superintendent has to take an approach of a trail user and bear in mind the
serious consequences of a collision on the lives of the people injured, if not killed. The comments of bicycle
clubs, recreational walkers, neighborhoods, etc. elicited by the EIS process would bring out much useful
information, especially relating to ideas for mitigation not addressed by the traffic consultant.

A master plan would provide a more realistic estimate of the likely traffic flows and speeds. Note, too, that SMC
23.22.052 requires that "every subdivision shall include adequate provisions for dedication of ...parks and other
public open spaces for general purposes..." The "nothing" proposed by the proponents is not adequate. Can the
Superintendent honestly say "yes" to nothing unless University Village provides more specificity as to future
usage and development (hotels, motels, housing) on the property and uses that make public opens spaces
appropriate? A master plan and an environmental impact statement would fix future uses and provide the needed
data.

Under SMC 23.22.024 E, the Director of Seattle Public Utilities ("SPU Director") has to make a similar
determination and report and also make a recommendation as to the extent and type of improvements to be
provided in dedicated areas and estimate the costs. A master plan is needed to determine the easements for



water, sewer and storm drains, whether dedicated areas are needed for maintenance and repairs, whether
pumping may be needed, and to estimate the cost of these improvements. How can the SPU Director possibly
report accurately if there is no information about the development that is planned; how excavation would be
handled in such a sensitive area without disturbing ground water flows; what mitigation is needed? Estimating
cost requires precise knowledge of the likely construction. Parcel F, directly next to NE 45th Street, is within a
very close distance to a major pipeline, above ground on pilings. How should it be protected? Could the City
continue to use the shopping center for access for replacements if needed?

The concerns discussed with respect to the Superintendent of City Light as to the springs and seepage under the
viaduct at NE 45th Street are more urgent with the treble set of underground service lines administered by the
SPU Director. Moreover, the SPU Director must have hydrants in place satisfactory for the Fire Chief to meet an
emergency. The Fire Chief, as explained below, needs the information a master plan and EIS would provide.
Before the platting, the City has a great deal of flexibility in negotiating with the owner as to when, where and
how connections to the City system will occur. After platting, its discretion may be limited to the easements and
to the area of the particular lot being served. A master plan and an environmental impact statement would
provide the needed data.

Under SMC 23.22.024 F, the Fire Chief has to make a similar determination and report. The Fire Department
gets called when emergencies pose an immediate danger to life, health or property and there is no time to lose.
The Fire Department needs immediate access to the entire shopping center at all times. Would the full build-out
restrict this access? Experience shows that each new piece of construction reduces the access to the earlier
buildings in some way--perhaps just from one entrance or one side. Each structure constrains the option for
access to new structures that may be built in open areas. Little by little with each new construction the time for a
fire truck to arrive and the fire fighters to come to the aid of an individual or business in jeopardy gets a bit
longer. For example, it will take longer to get to the sixth floor of a parking garage to put out an engine fire than
to a car in an open lot; and if the ramps are congested, running up stairs or ramps with extinguishers will
probably take longer than running across an open lot. The Fire Chief is entitled to an overview of the entire plan
for the full build-out and to have all hydrant locations marked. SMC 23.22.054 stipulates that for plat approval
"fire protection facilities" must be found to be adequate. A master plan and an environmental impact statement
would provide the data, including the location of hydrants and pressures. It would protect against incremental
decrements.

SMC 23.22.024 and 23.22.052 Applied

Under SMC 23.22.024, the Director of Transportation has to make a similar recommendation and report and
make a preliminary estimate of the cost of street-related improvements. The Transportation Director's duties are
explicated by Section 23.22.052 A, which requires the subdivision to include adequate provisions for dedication
of drainage ways, streets, alleys, easements, ...[and] slope rights...as maybe required to protect the public health,
safety and welfare" unless the Director accepts permanent appurtenant easements instead under the criteria in
SMC 23.22.052 C. SMC 23.22.052 B provides for "protective improvements and easements" to maintain the
improvements.

University Village serves up only the TSI traffic report and its map showing the existing buildings, the garage
and location of 104,000 additional square feet of commercial space, and a grid of five existing roadways without
any dedications or easement text. The report projects traffic for the shopping center, with 104,000 more square
footage--not the full build-out. Its traffic hourly volumes, which are based upon faulty assumptions, omit several
hours and holidays. There is no analysis of cumulative traffic taking into account urban growth in the immediate
vicinity, such as that project for the University of Washington, the University District or the RTA stations,
among others. It speaks to motorist waiting time at various intersections and uses that time in averages, but not
the impact of the lines of backups. It has no discussion of pedestrian waiting times nor does it discuss pedestrian
safety at crossing entrances. Motorists regularly bully pedestrians walking across the entrances at NE 45th Street
and NE Blakeley Street. No statement is made about the impact on neighborhood businesses even by its
recommendations to remove on-street parking on 25th Avenue NE, nor does it address the hazard of parallel
driveways at the northwest entrance of University Village and the Office Depot store.



The University Community Urban Center Plan, adopted two years ago, highlighted the cross-improvements and
called for a remedy. Motorists from Office Depot going to University Village turn left, exiting onto 25th Avenue
NE and go south, sometimes in the most easterly lane to make the movement during a quick break in traffic
flow. University Village motorists going north turn right off of 25th Avenue NE and cross directly in front of the
exiting Office Depot motorists. The University Village motorists think they have the right-of-way because
they're further south, making a free right turn and in the street. The Office Depot motorists, who drive correctly
to the center turning lane, feel they have the right-of-way because (a) they've often waited longer for the break,
(b) they're on the arterial in front of the premises they're exiting from; and (c) the free right lets the other
motorist enter 25th Avenue NE, but not mow down traffic also lawfully on the arterial. Office Depot motorists,
who turn left from the turning lane to enter University Village also cross the path of University Village motorists
exiting to go south. Both motorists are looking for a break in the north flow in the two easterly lanes.
Sometimes, neither sees the other moving until both cars are underway. Most commonly, honking comes about
when the exiting University Village motorist has seen no vehicles in the turning lane and concentrated on the
north flow, look for a break and started out assuming the earlier clearance still existed, but a southbound car has
silently moved in.

The University Village materials leave vast gaps in important information:

Drainage Ways: Where are they? How will University Village end the seepage through breaks in its paving into
the ground waters? Will the new buildings tie roof drains into the street drains? If so, when and where? What
volumes will occur? Will the drains University Village installs, if any, to catch parking area runoff divert ground
water flows to the City's storm drain system and thereby reduce the flow to University Slough? If so, how much?
What impact would that have on wildlife there, particularly anadramous fish?

Streets and Sidewalks within the Shopping Center: Should all or any part of the roadway system in University
Village be made a public right-of-way? A dedication to the City gives the City control of the roadway, the duty
to maintain it and the ability to allow ancillary uses. Should there be public sidewalks, e.g. alongside the NE
45th Street entrance between Shucks Auto Parts and Key Bank; alongside the northwest entrance by Office
Depot; or alongside the northeast entrance? No sidewalk exists beside the roadway by Shucks. The sidewalk by
Office Depot is only partial and consists for at least 100 feet of a painted strip behind perpendicular parking in
the rear of various stores. The sidewalk on the north side of the northeast entrance is not to standard width and
does not meet handicapped access standards. What provisions should be made in the roadways of the shopping
center for emergency vehicles?

Should buses and jitney services have a right of entry into the shopping center in order to provide public
transportation? SMC 23.22.054 explicitly requires the Hearing Examiner to consider transit stops. Should
University Village be required to dedicate right-of-way for bus turnouts on NE 45th Street and/or on 25th
Avenue NE?

What should be done to protect pedestrians who now cross the south entrance by Shucks from westbound
motorists on NE 45th Street that make sharp and quick right turns? In fairness to those motorists, other motorists
are sometimes close behind; when the trailing motorist is a truck accelerating to make the uphill grade of the
viaduct, the turning, slowing motorist has a strong incentive to avoid getting rear-ended.

Should University Village be required to have conveniently located bike racks? The University Neighborhood
Plan calls for them and University Village has long promised them. Unless the City covenants stipulate them at
convenient locations for the cyclists, University Village will at most install a token few in locations stashed in
the garage or as buffering for dumpsters.

Streets and Sidewalks Impacted by the Shopping Center: University Village adds about 40,000 vehicle trips per
day to the neighboring streets. With a full build-out, it may reach 60,000. Uses such as theaters may prompt
rushes of heavy volumes. What will be the impact of the added and of the total volume on NE 45th Street; 25th
Avenue NE; on the circular roadway of NE Blakeley, 30th Avenue NE and Union Bay Place; on the residential
streets of NE 50th Street between 30th Avenue NE and 35th Avenue NE and on NE 30th Street between NE 50th



Street and NE 55th Street? How much will the added volume contribute to peak hour congestion? What
mitigation should be required to ameliorate these impacts?

What impacts will occur to neighborhood businesses impacted by the congestion, e.g. to Blockbuster Video and
the smaller stores in University Plaza by the loss of on-street parking that the TSI traffic study indicates; on
Kinko's and Tully's at Five Corners (NE 45th Street, Union Bay Place NE and Mary Gates Memorial Place NE)
and/or Union Bay Garage and the businesses on the east side of Union Bay Place NE? Will congestion
effectively block their access during important periods?

How can the pedestrian/bicycle crossing of the Burke-Gilman Trail over 30th Avenue NE by the northeast
entrance be protected, especially the safety of the pedestrians/cyclists at night during rainy evenings? Are
sidewalks appropriate mitigation on 30th Avenue NE or on NE Blakeley Street to compensate for the vastly
increased traffic volumes? Or, at least better lighting? Thirty-nine percent of the outbound traffic from
University Village now uses that entrance. Does the added volume make replacement of the asphalt surface of
NE Blakeley Street to Union Bay Place NE by paving appropriate? Or, by an LID with University Village
required to participate?

Easements and Protective Improvements: Even if the roadway grid of University Village is not dedicated, should
the City acquire easements for access not only for utilities and emergency vehicles, but also for making use of
the street for a detour in event of street construction, street blockage and reconstruction of NE 45th Street?
Should the easements include restrictions against signage or glare from buildings on Lot F next to the NE 45th
Street viaduct? Should there be easements to protect the natural flow of ground waters to University Slough, e.g.
an authorization for the City to enter to make drillings and other tests from time to time and to take action on site
if ground water pollution from University Village is moving toward Lake Washington and/or install pumps; to
protect the natural springs and seepage under the NE 45th Street viaduct; to protect the springs and wetlands
from any change of grade in the parking lots or new structures?

Slope Rights: The City may already have slope rights for its arterials. If not, it should acquire them.

SMC 23.22.052 Applied

SMC 23.22.052 empowers the Director of Construction and Land Use to accept permanent private easements
only if all six conditions are met. The proposed preliminary plat envisions such private easements because it
makes no dedications and the text accompanying its maps mentions that easements will be supplied. The
Director cannot in good conscience make those determinations without the text of the easements, a master plan
and an environmental impact statement:

"1. Access by easements would not compromise the goals of the Land Use Code to provide for adequate light,
air and usable open space between structures." Surely, the City needs to know where the structures will be. The
City's environmental goals and policies are broader than the minimum requirements of the several sections of
SMC Chapter 23. "Structures" is not limited to on-site buildings. It would comprehend housing on adjoining
properties, such as the University's Blakeley Village housing.

"2. The dedication and improvement of a street is not necessary or desirable to facilitate adequate water supply
for domestic water purposes or for fire protection or to facilitate adequate storm drainage." The discussion in the
earlier section on the determinations required of the Superintendent of City Light, the SPU Director, the Fire
Chief and the Transportation Director applies.

"3. The dedication ... of a street is not necessary or desirable in order to provide on-street parking for overflow
conditions." Preventing "overflow conditions" implies that the development will provide adequate on-site
parking. To evaluate that, the City needs to know the usage of each lot and the parking to be generated by the
development. "Overflow conditions" is a situation in fact on the ground--not an exercise of calculating the
aggregate minimum parking required by the Land Use Code for the sum of the disclosed uses. University
Village already has "overflow conditions," although its existing parking exceeds the aggregate of the Code
requirements.



"4. No potential safety hazards would result from multiple access points between existing and future
developments onto a roadway without curbs and with limited sight lines." "Future developments" is a clear
statement that full disclosure of potential uses even of open parking areas is needed. "Potential safety hazards"
nails down the need to disclose all plans that may be in the offing. To certify a flat negative--"no hazards"--
requires due diligence that would precede a guarantee. It demands a thoughtful, fully informed review of the site
as it is and as it may become. The determination cannot honestly be made when potential developments are
unknown. A serious collision years later would show that City officials were derelict unless a backward look
with 20-20 hindsight on the plans as built would conclude that the situation could not reasonably have been
foreseen and avoided.

"5. There is identifiable access for the public and for emergency vehicles." See the discussion in the earlier
section on the Fire Chief and Transportation Director.

"6. There is no potential for extending the street system." Again, see the discussion with respect to the
Transportation Director.

SMC 23.22.054 Applied

After the several department directors and the Director of Design, Construction and Land Use make their
individual determinations, SMC 23.22.054 requires the Hearing Examiner to make inquiry into the "public use
and interest proposed to be served" and to "consider all relevant facts." Only if the plat does in fact make
appropriate provision for the public health, safety and general welfare and for the specified elements may the
plat be approved. "The public use and interest" is broader and higher than the sum of the several specified
elements. In light of the University Community Center Plan and work program matrix that calls for a master
plan, the "public use and interest" surely demands it here and an environmental impact statement.

The duty to consider "all relevant facts" reflects RCW 58.17.110(1). It is not simply an ordinance duty, but
statutory as well. Is the developer's overall plan relevant? Absolutely. Are the developer and the City officials
omniscient? Hardly. University Village's materials on its easements and environmental impacts are less
forthcoming than Adam was in the Garden of Eden after eating the forbidden fruit. City officials tend to rely on
the developer and information that the public brings to its attention. The only proper way to find "all relevant
facts" is to require disclosure of a master plan and a full environmental impact statement. The EIS process elicits
public comment through the scoping process, forces research into issues of concern, secures disclosures that
stimulate more comment review by agencies and the public, and draws out responses that make a better record
for decision. In no other way can the Hearing Examiner be sure that "all relevant facts were considered," that the
requisite findings are well founded, and the decision will be sound.

This letter supplements the letter of the Northeast District Council on the garage project and the development of
104,000 square feet under Project #2002354. That letter is being prepared concurrently. This letter adopts that
letter as an attachment by reference. Both letters were authorized by resolution of the Northeast District Council
at its meeting on September 8, 2000. Both letters are also supplemental to letters that may be prepared by
individual Northeast District Council member organizations.

Sincerely,

Paul Gibson, Chair
1718-26th Avenue East
Seattle, Washington 98112
323-1851
cgibson@aa.net
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